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the challenge
Sanctuary Group is a registered charity 
which was set up 50 years ago to deliver 
housing and care to those who need it most. 
It has since grown into one of the largest 
not-for-profi t organisations in the UK and has 
over 100 care homes across England and 
Scotland managed by its Sanctuary 
Care arm.

Sanctuary Care is committed to o� ering the 
highest quality service through delivering 
personalised care that meets residents’ 
individual emotional and physical needs. 
In 2018, it produced a bespoke care home 
application in association with a third-party 
software developer. The aim of this was to 
facilitate a transition from paper care plans 
to electronic records. As well as providing 
improved e�  ciency across the network of 
care homes this move was also designed 
to save sta�  considerable time in writing up 

handwritten notes, enabling them to focus 
more on delivering exceptional care
to residents.

The multi-tier application was trialled in three 
pilot locations, where it was well-received 
by users, and the benefi ts of adopting it 
across the care home network were quickly 
realised. However, when it came to the 
roll-out, signifi cant performance issues 
a� ecting end user experience soon became 
apparent. These had a profound impact 
on operations, resulting in a temporary 
reversion to paper record keeping to ensure 
the continuous availability of up-to-date 
care plans in accordance with Care Quality 
Commission regulations. It was at this stage 
that Sanctuary Care engaged KedronUK to 
help overcome the challenges they 
were facing.
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C H R I S  B O O T H ,
S O L U T I O N  A R C H I T E C T
K E D R O N U K

“As well as addressing our 
business needs, KedronUK 
recognised that – as a 
charitable organisation – we 
were looking for a versatile, 
cost-e� ective and scalable 
monitoring tool. As part of the 
initial deployment they came 
on site and helped to upskill 
our team, enabling them to 
create a bespoke dashboard 
o� ering an in-depth insight into 
application performance.”

“As well as helping Sanctuary 
address the issues they were 
facing with the care home 
application, eG Innovations’ 
Enterprise Suite also has the 
capability to provide coverage 
for a diverse range of other 
applications, resulting in a 
solution that will help address 
their needs both now and in 
the future.”

“Having a single solution to 
provide visibility across all 
three application tiers removes 
the need for ‘swivel-chair’ 
analysis (i.e. the use of multiple, 
siloed tools) to investigate 
and resolve issues. The event 
correlation intelligence in the 
eG suite allows developers to 
fi nd the real root-cause of a 
problem quickly when faced 
with multiple alerts.”

bespoke dashboard quickly address issues investigate & resolve
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the
solution
The multi-tier care home application being rolled-out 

consisted of:

•   CLIENT tier: providing Apple mobile app and Windows 

workstation web-based access.

•   APPLICATION tier: NetScalers fronting two Windows 

application servers hosting the business logic developed for 

.NET/IIS. These two servers are hosted on the AVP (Application 

Virtualisation Platform), which consists of six virtual hosts, as 

well as hosting other business-critical services.

•   DATABASE tier: a cluster of Microsoft SQL servers hosted on 

the dbVP (Database Virtualisation Platform), which consists of 

10 virtual hosts, as well as hosting the database tiers for other 

business-critical services.

When approached by Sanctuary Care to assist with resolving 

the issues faced in terms of the application roll-out, KedronUK 

reviewed the latest available performance monitoring 

solutions. Taking into consideration the nature of the care 

home application, as well as the need for a cost-e�  cient 

technology that could also potentially provide future coverage 

for the organisation’s diverse range of additional applications, 

KedronUK quickly deployed a Proof of Concept of eG 

Innovations’ APM tool, proving that it could satisfy a number of 

requirements, including:

•   Monitoring: covering all relevant standard metrics for servers, 

such as CPU, Memory, Disc and Interface utilisation.

•   Visualisation: providing a user-friendly dashboard showing 

the topology of the service.

•   Transaction identifi cation: listing business transactions and 

displaying topology on dashboard.

•   Filtering: the ability to fi lter transactions and dig down to 

assist with root cause analysis.

•   .NET visibility: including transactional monitoring of the .NET 

code base to show where bottlenecks are occurring.

•   End-to-End performance tracking: highlighting the end-to-

end performance of individual transactions to show the latency 

of each tier and the communications between them.

•   Latency measurement: showing network latency timings 

for business transactions to include application and database 

processing times.

•   SQL Statements: availability of SQL statements for business 

transactions relating to performance issues, showing how long 

they took to execute.

KedronUK subsequently project-managed delivery of the 

software into production to meet the customer’s required 

specifi cation.  This provided Sanctuary Care with an in-depth 

insight into the performance of the care home application. As 

well as assisting them with troubleshooting the issues they 

were facing it also helped them understand how to proactively 

manage the application moving forwards to give the best 

results. Since the deployment of the APM tool, the roll-out of 

the care home application across the organisation has been 

successfully carried out.

the results
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